Direct production of Gravitons escaping undetected into extra dimensions: signature γ + E T / or jet + E T / (→ see also talk on "Dark Matter searches" by Ning Zhou) 
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Direct production of Gravitons escaping undetected into extra dimensions: signature γ + E T / or jet + E T / (→ see also talk on "Dark Matter searches" by Ning Zhou) 
Depending on ADD model parameters and number of extra dimensions:
Number of Extra Dimensions Events / 100 GeV 
Semi-classical Black Holes
Leptons or jets with p T > 100 GeV: Search with ≥ 1 lepton (e or µ) and ≥ 2 further leptons or jets using p T over any jets+leptons; Bkgs. from W, Z + jets and tt from MC and scaled in control regions Search with two same sign muons µ 
Quantum Black Holes
If available production energy close to threshold, M Thresh ∼ M D , Black Hole will not thermalise, but decay to a low multiplicity state, quasi-resonant: e/µ + jet: lepton and jet with p T > 130 GeV, background dominated by W + jets taken from MC scaled in CR γ + jet: p T,γ > 125 GeV, central photon and small separation from jet (|η γ | < 1.37, |∆η(γ, jet)| < 1.6) to suppress SM t-channel bkg, empirical background fit ℓ 
Mass limit Reference
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